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art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2400 

1990

100 x 50 x 215 cm

scrapwood / pinewood

euro 4.281

CLASSIC CUPBOARD IN SCRAPWOOD The  
Classic Cupboard was Piet Hein Eek’s first piece exploring scrapwood 
material, and is meticulously crafted in Piet Hein Eek’s studio using 
traditional wood-working techniques. It is produced without a lacquer 
finish for a full expression of the wood’s texture. Each piece is unique, 
based on the material available at the time.

100 50

21
5



color

details

inside cabinet

available in various colors of scrapwood 

2 doors + 3 large drawers

10 small drawers + 2 shelves



37 47

84

OAK CHAIR IN SCRAPWOOD The 
scrap wood chair is virtually identical to the oak chair. 
After making the rigid and uncomfortable prototype, 
we curved the back by laminating it with two pieces of 
wood, each 4 or 5 mm thick. The layers of wood were 
(and still are) pressed into shape using a press. I didn’t 
think it was possible to make this chair in scrap wood 
because the back of the seat back was made of planed 
wood, resulting in little visible texture or colour when 
you pulled up the chair. I realised much later that it was 
possible to also make this chair in scrap wood because 
we laminate it. You simply stick the smooth, planed 
sides against each other, exposing the scrap wood on 
both sides. I felt like I had spent years walking around 
in a daze because, despite repeated attempts to make 
the oak chair in scrap wood, I was continually held back 
by a wrong thought. The chair has now become our 
best-selling chair, which only further emphasises that 

prolonged blind spot.

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2475 

2005

38 x 46 x 84 (48) cm

scrapwood unlacquered

euro 379

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2475F 

2005

38 x 46 x 84 (48) cm

scrapwood fixated

euro 417

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2475H 

2005

38 x 46 x 84 (48) cm

scrapwood unlacquered

euro 498





art nr      3620  

size         32 x 32 (49) cm

material        scrapwood   

color         different colors available   

rrp        euro 209

art nr     3620F - fixated     

rrp        euro 238

art nr     3620H - high gloss     

rrp        euro 295

   

STOOL IN SCRAPWOOD Despite of 
repeated requests, I didn’t actually want to make 
this stool because it seemed to be too simple to 
me. But this woman was very insistent. It’s a good 
thing she was because, once it was finished, it 
turned out to be quite attractive and well  
thought-out enough to be sold as a serious 
product. After making a few minor adjustments, 
the stool could also be stacked simply by rotating 
it slightly each time. This stool has been almost 
continuously in production ever since.



SMALL CERAMIC LAMP Thankfully, we also have a few 
actual designer products that would delight any serious designer. 
You know, someone who works with new materials and produces in 
large quantities in order to keep the cost down. These ceramic lamps 
might as well have been made out of plastic; they’re simple products, 
whose design is barely worth mentioning. At one point I remember 
thinking: how have these lamps not been around for years?

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

5662 

2018

24 x 10 cm

ceramic / brass

euro 258



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

5660  

2017

24 cm

ceramic / brass | steel

euro 195

SMALL CERAMIC LAMP STANDING



art nr

year

size

material

rrp

2992  

2015

12 x 19.5 x 8 cm 

ceramic

euro 220

CERAMIC ONE MOLD LAMP The concept is simple: one 
lamp from one mold with different functions. Standing next to your 
bed or in the cupboard, hanging on the wall as down or up-lighter, 
but also on a stick as desk lamp or as reading lamp next to the sofa. 
The one mold lamps in their naked form have now been produced in 
various glazes.

12 

19
,5



2. Middle green effect 3. Light blue 4. White1. Green

6. Black metal effect 7. Dark red effect 8. Dark brown effect5. Black effect

10. Red 11. Yellow 12. Light brown9. Light pink

14. Beige 15. Dark blue green effect 16. Dark green effect13. Bright blue



CERAMIC FLOOR LAMP

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2993  

2016

130 x 23,5 x 16 cm

ceramic / brass

euro 995



INSIDE OUT BENCH The inside 
out bench we presented April 2018 in  
Milan. Later we made another one, but we 
wanted to show some variations on the 
inside out theme: a totem of square blocks 
and regular inside out blocks that you can 
use however you like. Turning a tree inside 
out is very efficient in terms of wood, and 
is a bit of fun for us, but not in terms of 
work. It costs a great deal of time and at-
tention to turn a trunk inside out.

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

INSIDE OUT BENCH - nr. 2 

2018

108 x 26 x 45 cm

oak

euro 4.698

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

INSIDE OUT BENCH - nr. 3 

2018

229,5 x 28,5 x 49 cm

oak

euro 4.7

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

INSIDE OUT TOTEM - nr. 4  

2018

36 x 36 x 36 cm

oak

euro 1.566 per block





ELM TILE CABINET For this cabinet we used elm instead of  
scrap wood. The structure and colour variations of elm are, in this case, more  
beautiful than oak or beech. As is characteristic of most of our special  
objects, the cabinet is precision work. The material, detailing and attention 
we have paid to the little cabinet, which is certainly not big, has something of 
the period in which traditional crafts were still a part of life. We even specially 
designed wooden slides for the drawers instead of using the ugly prefab 
ones. It is also an object that has never before been made.

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

unique / limited  

2018

144 x 139 x 45 cm

elm wood

euro 35.800



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

unique / limited

2017

110 x 38 x 110 cm

NYC water tower ceder wood / mirror / LED

euro 17.920

NYC WASTE MIRROR LIQUOR CABINET Especially 
for the Salone 2017 we have made a cabinet that almost nobody needs, so it’s 
really chic. 
The little cabinet is made from the worst pieces of the NYC water tower wood. 
The withened and crackled surface resembles the skin of a prehistoric reptile.



art name

year

size 

material

rrp

ceramic chandelier round

2018 

ø80 / ø100 / ø120 cm

ceramic

euro 8.736

CERAMIC CHANDELIER



art nr

year

material

size

rrp

5661

2017

ceramic / inox / led / low voltage

78 x 78 x 78 cm 

euro 4.200

78 X 78 CERAMIC CHANDELIER

small ceramic lamp, hanging with or without driver, available in different colors

     



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

unique / limited

2018

180 x 90 x 44 cm

steel / glass

euro 7.875

TRAM PLATFORM FURNITURE We always elaborate on 
what we have made before, and sometimes a new element is added 
to our shape and design vocabulary. As such, we made  
Tramkadetafels (Tram platform tables). These are made from tubing, 
just like the RAG furniture. An important difference is that the Tram 
platform used square tubing. These tubes were used to house the 
Jacob’s Ladder trays with which animal feed was transported. The  
robust square tubes are even stronger than the round RAG tubing. 
The tables are reminiscent of the architecture they originate from.

TRAM PLATFORM COFFEE TABLE 



art nr+name

year

size 

material

rrp

unique / limited

2018

ø160 x 78 cm

steel / glass

euro 8.925 

art nr+name

year

size 

material

rrp

unique / limited

2018

310 x 90 x 78 cm

steel / glass

euro 9.082 

TRAM PLATFORM TABLE

TRAM PLATFORM TABLE - ROUND



art name

year

size 

material

rrp

veronese lamp - table lamp

2017

42 x 55 cm 

vintage murano glass / brass

4.356

art name

year

size 

material

rrp

veronese lamp - hanging

2017

2 / 3 / 4 parts hanging 

vintage glass / brass

2 parts 8.712 

3 parts 13.068 

4 parts 17.424

VERONESE LAMP



art name

year

size 

material

rrp

veronese candle holder

2017

3 / 6 / 8 parts hanging 

vintage murano glass / brass

3 parts 1.150 

6 parts 2.045 

8 parts 2.650

VERONESE CANDLE HOLDER



art nr

year

size 

material
rrp

unique / limited

2018

125 x 60 x 50

scrapwood of scrapwood

euro 4.859

50 x 50 WASTE WASTE TABLE 



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2332

2014

38 x 47 x 84 (48) cm

oak - natural  |  oiled  |  lacquered

euro 787  |  euro 945  |  euro 861

NEW TREE TRUNK CHAIR Never throw anything away. It  

appears to be an innocent design, the new Tree Trunk Table and Chair. But it’s 

the result of a determination not to throw anything away. Taking the material 

as it is, doing as little as possible to it and assigning it a major role in the final 

product is virtually always the starting point for my designs. It only came to me 

later that this principle had been carried to extremes with these designs. The 

two planks of the table top have the size and shape they had when they arrived 

from the sawmill. The split that remains open in the heart of the table top is, 

from a practical point of view, actually no problem at all. With the chairs, this 

actually makes it possible to place the wooden parts at the right angle, thus 

creating the desired seating comfort. The back legs of the chairs can only be 

made using wooden pieces that are bent in the right way – wood that normally 

can’t be used at all for traditional, pragmatic, straight designs done on a  

drawing table or computer. Just as, in the past, the ribs of a boat or rafters of 

a roof were made from selected trees, we have to select the wood for the legs. 

This means that the chairs cannot just be made in any quantity and whenever 

you want.



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2350 

2011

150 - 250 x 38 x 48 cm

scrapwood

euro 1.149

ONE BEAM BENCH We also came up with the idea for this bench 
in order to use up the huge amount of beams we had in stock. To brighten up 
the world in the midst of a financial crisis, we spray painted the benches in 
bright primary colours. Every beam is cut into pieces to make two legs, a rail 
and a seat. The essence is that nothing is wasted and that the dimensions of 
the bench are determined by the length of a single beam. So our clients have 
to settle for the dimensions that come closest to their wishes. What is interest-
ing about this bench is that, despite its simplicity and rather low price, it is still 
a piece that can offer added value to an interior. Once again, the principle of 
the crisis collection is evident, with the ring that makes it possible to secure the 
wood in an end grain.



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

4311 

2012

300 x 90 x 74 cm 

beams / army fabric

euro 5.880

CHUNKY UPHOLSTERED BEAM BENCH As 
this book approaches its completion, we are furnishing the entire 
interior for a restaurant in Frankfurt called Oosten. A wide variety and 
quantity of products are being designed and produced at a punishing 
pace: battery-run table lamps,  
cheeseboards (like in our own restaurant), three stationary bars, 
menu signs, a disk jockey bar, lamps and, of course, an entire  
furniture series. The chunky upholstered beam bench, which was 
inspired by the chunky beam bench, may be the most eye-catching 
object in the entire interior. The sofa was designed to be the centre 
of a chaotic, nonchalant corner, where people can spend time doing 
all kinds of things.



OAK CHAIR Since the first series of oak chairs were uncomfortable to sit 
on and, as a result, did not sell well, we adapted the chair. The seat is made of 
three boards that are used to create a curve and the back is made by pressing 
two boards together into a curve and gluing them into place. The chair’s pro-
portions had already been optimised, so all we did was add the curves. All of 
a sudden the chair became quite comfortable. From that moment on, it began 
selling well. It is one of our best-selling chairs and has served as the model for 

virtually all of our later chairs.

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2225 

1996

37 x 47 x 85 (48) cm

scrapwood unlacquered

euro 459



art nr

size 

material

rrp

 2120

 300 x 90 x 78 cm

 oak

 euro 4.148

CANTEEN TABLE

additional hatch for cablemanagement euro 84 
(copper/aluminum/inox brass)





art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2632F fixated 

2632H highgloss

2001

250 x 110 x 78 cm

scrapwood / plywood

euro 5.124 (fixated) | euro 5.951 (highgloss)

CANTEEN TABLE IN SCRAPWOOD - OVAL



art nr

size

material

rrp

2226 without armrests

2227 with armrests

42 x 81 x 57 cm

oak / Portugees army wool

euro 870 

AS-THICK-AS-WIDE-CHAIR

art nr

size

material

rrp

2228

144 x 72 x 78 cm

oak 

euro 2.520

AS-THICK-AS-WIDE-TABLE





100 300

78

art nr

year

size

material

rrp

3855H

2001

300 x100 x 78 cm

scrapwood / plywood

euro 8.698

WASTE TABLE IN SCRAPWOOD 





art nr 

year

size

material

rrp

3694  

2017 

200 cm

inox

euro 2.730

OUNCHED MESH LAMP IN SHINY INOX Experiments attempting 
to demonstrate the full potential of the punch press machine were most successful with 
the Mesh lamp. The creation of a perforated grate which can be folded by hand was made 
possible by a new chance acquisition of an old punch press machine. Initially, we developed 
this technique for a collaborative project with Marc Mulders. The concept of joining punched 
material to hand-folded baskets is stylistically related to the Waste Waste 40x40 project. A 
standard square size was used as the starting point for all of the designs in this collection.
This lamp is the first product to be made based on this 20x20 mesh principle. Through the 
use of LED lights, the base of the lamp can remain thin. The punched material, the hand 
folded mesh structure and the way in which they are assembled ensures volume, size and 
detail. In this case, it is not the holes that are responsible for the lighting effects, but it is the 
light itself shining onto the mesh structure that creates this wonderful effect: the lamp
illuminates itself.
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art nr

 

 

year

size

material

rrp

3410D aluminium  

3423D brass

3445D copper

2017

145 x 23 x 10 cm  |  2 x 36W-230V

brass - aluminum - copper

euro 1.050  |  euro 1.357  |  euro 1.357

TL IN BRASS - ALUMINUM - COPPER





art nr+name

year

size 

material

rrp

flap-over-on-the-wall-table ( round - oval - square )

2018

75 x 77 x 77cm  |  90 x 70 x 77cm  |  70 x 70 x 77cm 

plywood / print

euro 850,00

FLAP-OVER-ON-THE-WALL-TABLE
The design originates form the nineteenth century and, just like the flap-over-
the-wall-table. In the past, artisans made the same products over and over 
again, and they often became better and more beautiful. You could say that 
we are continuing a tradition. The prints we use for the little tables come from 
the Rijkmuseum image archives.





art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2323

2018

74 x 56 x 66 cm

leather / scrapwood

euro 1.155

CAMEL CHAIR 
The design for the camel chair is based on two antique items we purchased 
in France earlier this year and we decided to copy them. The chairs are knock 
down and can be assembled in no time. The chairs were originally designed 
for ladies travelling with the camel caravans. We made the chairs with leather 
seats as well as using textile.
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PHILIPS CABINET

art nr

year

material

color
rrp

1090

1994

119 x 40 x 195 cm

aluminium / steel / glass

euro 4.322





art nr

year

size

material

rrp

1868

2014

56 x 35 x 121cm

plywood print

euro 750

ONE PLATE CABINET





art nr

year

size 
material

rrp

1868P   

2016

90 x 60 x 165 cm

plywood

euro 2.375Here is the existing version with the painting:

3. now you can put the PNG file as a new layer on top of your 3 print files – maybe 
    you have to scale it, that it fits into the frame

You can see how, for example, the small and the big door of the cabinet (on the left side 
of the sheet) would look like. It always depends on which of the three printed sheets you 
use for your CNC file.

THREE SHEET CABINET Our 99.13 
Percent Cabinet, made from metal, is named after the 
extent to which we incorporate the basic material in 
the product. The waste created from drilling the holes 
for the blind rivets and connections is the only tiny bit 
of refuse from its assembly. So 100% use of material. 
I’ve often tried to create a one sheet plywood product 
in a similar fashion. This time, however, I succeeded. 





MISSY BENCH

MISSY CHAIR Since the missy chair was intended for the Bakkerswinkel in 
the red light district of Amsterdam, I insisted on using a floral fabric. For the bearer 
of this frivolous fabric, I came up with a rigid chair with straight lines, the ultimate 
contrast between two worlds. At the time, floral patterns were anything but fashion-
able and we had a very difficult time finding the right fabric. We finally found what 
we were looking for in an old-fashioned shop in Ghent; it turned out that a famous 
French manufacturer had more than enough to choose from. Ever since, we have 
not only used the floral patterns on the missy chairs, but also on other furniture 
pieces, and the frumpy fabrics have become an integral part of the collection.

The missy bench is a variation on the missy chair.

other fabrics available

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

3252   

2001

120 x 56 x 83 cm  |  120-180 cm  |  180-240 cm

upholstered

euro 2.458  |  euro 3.455  |  euro 4.146

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

3252   

2001

40 x 51 x 83 (48) cm

upholstered

from euro 1.152





art nr

size

material

rrp

3800H 

48 x 48 x 48 cm

scrapwood 

euro 1.910 

WASTE STACKED STOOL The stacking stool is the first scrap 
wood waste materials product we made. The waste products turned out to be 
of significant value for the company – without this being our intention. It both-
ered me that we were throwing away materials that could be used, but were not 
because it was simply too expensive to do anything with them. So I thought, I’ll 
turn it around and act as if labour costs nothing and materials are invaluable. 
This way, you throw away nothing and it costs nothing to do something with the 
waste. Using the most worthless pieces of wood that I often saved, we puzzled 
together the first stool and table. When the maker of the table asked me how 
it should be finished, I responded: “Lacquer it ten times - as long as it requires 
a lot of work” The effect was as unexpected as it was magnificent; it was as if 
the old wood had been glazed. The end product was not the result of stylistic 
considerations, but 100% concept. It was a sort of art project without a com-
mercial goal, something I call ‘free work’. It means doing something you don’t 
normally do or something that goes against the rules. This approach gives an 
indescribable amount of pleasure and, later, often turns out to be the most suc-
cessful. The waste tables are the most expensive tables we have and are the 
best-selling of them all. And it was the stool that got the ball rolling.

art nr

size

material

rrp

3805H 

100 x 48 x 48 cm

scrapwood 

euro 3.823

WASTE STACKED DOUBLE



CRISIS 2014 STOOL
art nr 

size

material

rrp

1860

1860L - lacquered RAL 7038

1860P - printed (unmouted in bag) 

Ø 33 x 47 cm

plywood

euro 93  |  euro 150  |  euro 147

other colours available White RAL 9001 – Red RAL 3016 – Brown/black Sikkens F6.03.20



art nr

 

size

material

rrp

1864 

1864L lacquered RAL 7038

1864P printed

Ø 120 x 77 cm

plywood

euro 365  |  euro 495  |  euro 505

other colours available White RAL 9001 – Red RAL 3016 – Brown/black Sikkens F6.03.20 
a new series crisis 2019 is in production. Productinformation is coming soon.

CRISIS 2014 TABLE ROUND





art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

 2281

 2017

 137,5 x 47,5 x 185 cm

 oak / brass / glass

 euro 4.849

OAK CABINET ON LEGS



WAXINE OLD LAMPSHADES TABLE LIGHT 
After we have incorporated the old lampshades into large chandeliers and strands, we use 
these same lamp shades as the basis for an old lamp shade table light. The old lampshades 
are individually selected and fitted with a bespoke base. The three components are assem-
bled using rivets. There are plenty of old lampshades out there, but it costs a great deal of 
time and attention to collect the right ones. Once again it is a project in which gathering the 
right materials is absolutely essential. Even though stocks are almost endless, the lights are 
still made individually or in very small quantities. So these are unique pieces, produced in 
series. In order to emphasise this aspect, a separate box is made for each lamp.



art nr

year

size

material

rrp

3513  

2015

different sizes

brass - old lamp shades

euro from 195 - all unique





art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

1000 

1993

42 x 36 x 86 cm

aluminium anodized

project  /  min. 10  euro 430

ALUMINIUM CHAIR The prototype of this chair has holes in the seat be-
cause it was originally designed for outdoor use. Since aluminium is so expensive, we 
first made a prototype out of steel to save money. It was actually an absurd thing to do, 
since aluminium not only looks different but is also much weaker than steel. Nowadays, 
we make practically all prototypes using the right materials the first time. At the time, I 
wandered around a metal company and was immensely fascinated by the possibilities of 
computer-controlled machines, which were used to punch sheet metal and fold it. Both 
the step stool and the aluminium collection were devised shortly afterwards. A few years 
later (in 1995), as part of a project initiated by the Dutch government, we sold a large 
number of aluminium chairs to the Museum of Modern Art in New York. They insisted on 
having a Dutch designer for the furnishings and, what’s more, one who still produced his 
or her own work. In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king. We were the only 
ones who fulfilled this requirement, so they pretty much had to give us the assignment. 
Those chairs stood in the Dutch Café for more than 10 years and formed the start of a 
complete aluminium collection. The significance of this assignment was huge; if you can 
claim that your work has been displayed in the MoMA, people tend to take you much 
more seriously.



WELDED CHAIR We came up with the idea for the welded furniture for one of 
our dealers, the Frozen Fountain in Amsterdam. She had sent me a meticulously detailed 
drawing of a desk that was completely filled with drawers, compartments and gadgets, 
and asked whether I’d like to design it. Obviously, there was little left to design. So I 
decided to use the drawing as a cutting list and indiscriminately welded together all the 
parts. The contours of the furniture piece were welded joints and the result was frayed 
edges and curved surfaces. What would normally be unacceptable was suddenly desir-
able. After the desk for the Frozen Fountain, I made a desk and this chair for Matthijs 
van Nieuwkerk, who was the editor-in-chief of het Parool at the time. Since then, we 
regularly weld together furniture and other items.

art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

1265 

2003

38 x 50 x 86 (49) cm

steel

euro 752

available in white Sikkens G0.03.86 with desktop 4157 pearl - grey Sikkens RAL 7032 
with desktop 4176 mushroom



art nr

year

size 

material

rrp

2480

2002

57 x 43 x 83 (46) cm

plywood

euro 586

Stoel Kroeller-Muller

Materiaal: Plaat (Multiplex en/of MDF)

Zitting: b*d= 485*454mm h= 9 of 12mm (buigbaar)
plaat
Rug: h*b= 265*485mm d= 9 of 12mm (buigbaar)
plaat
Wangen: materiaal: (deels beschilderd) plaat, d=
13-21mm, niet noodzakelijk beide kanten zelfde
dikte
Poten: dikte: 18+9mm breedte: 60mm
Regels: 18*65mm, radius gecentreerd over 485mm
(h midden: 40mm = diepte radius=25mm). L hangt af
van dikte wangen
Armleuningen: 12-15mm*60*355mm plaat
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Materiaal: Plaat (Multiplex en/of MDF)

Stoel Kroeller-Muller
EEK & RUIJGROK BV - PIET HEIN EEK

A3 - 1:10

PROJECT

TEK. GEW. FORMAT

Stoel Kroeller-Muller SLOOPHOUT
TEKENING

HH 05-09-2011
DATUM

KRÖLLER-MÜLLER CHAIR We made two armchairs in the same 
material that we used for the shed made of scrap plywood which we placed in the 
park near the rear entrance of the Kröller-Müller Museum in Otterlo. In that sense, the 
story behind this chair is similar to the one behind the bucket seat from the tearoom/
garden house. In the years that followed, a number of people expressed their enthusi-
asm about the prototype that was in the showroom. But we didn’t really feel the need 
to put the chair into production and, moreover, it turned out to be difficult to obtain 
suitable materials. I sometimes put aside unusual colours or types of plywood, only 
to discover that some miscreant used the material for the drawers of a scrap wood 
cupboard or even for  
simple carpentry work. Years later, in 2012, we had finally gathered enough pieces of 
wood to produce the chair in limited editions.



art nr         3842H   

year        2009

size         99 x 100 x 59 (42) cm

material        scrapwood / velours

rrp        euro 3.905  

DARK WASTE ARMCHAIR IN SCRAPWOOD HIGH GLOSS A pile of old boards formed 
the inspiration for this sofa and armchair. When we bought the house in France, that is, the ruins of a mill and annexes, 
all kinds of rotten doors and shutters were lying amidst the overgrown rubble. We removed the wood and stacked it on 
slats to dry it out. The boards were full of bugs, holes and mould. Our boys, who have seen it all, called me mad for 
wanting to use it to make furniture. The ultimate result is very unusual, especially due to the texture under the thick layer 
of clear varnish. The rotten wood now returns to the renovated mill, incorporated into two extremely exclusive pieces of 
furniture. 
I wanted to make the sofa low and luxurious, but as a result, the back cushions would not offer enough support. By mak-
ing the seat cushions out of different types and shapes of foam, you sink into them and this provides sufficient support 
from the back cushions. We had smooth, shiny, gold-coloured velour made especially for these sofas. Due to our enthu-
siasm for the dark luxury pieces, we made a sofa and armchair out of very dark Dutch scrap wood not long afterwards 
and included them in the collection. A set of sofas and armchairs made out of scrap wood in shades of white with a 
silver-coloured fabric was commissioned for a hotel in Switzerland.



 
BOEK 1 BOEK 1 describes the first sixteen years of the existence of the Piet Hein Eek brand and the 

Eek en Ruijgrok B.V. company in word and image. The book begins with the very first cabinet made from 

matchsticks that Piet Hein Eek made in his attic room at the age of 13, followed by the scrap wood  

cupboards he designed for his Industrial Design exam in Eindhoven. Max Fraser describes the stories  

behind the designs, interiors and projects and thus clearly presents Piet Hein Eek’s idiosyncratic,  

anti-specialist way of creating. The available materials, techniques and skills always form the starting 

points for the designs. In a pragmatic way and ‘with simple common sense’, both small and large solutions 

are devised. This initial period can be seen as the naive period in which everything is present within the 

company, except an awareness of its own special way of thinking and doing business.
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BOEK 2 After the release of BOEK 1 in 2006, that came into being with the collaboration of design 

journalist Max Fraser, it is now 25 years since the foundation of PIET HEIN EEK in 1993 and thus time for 

BOOK 2. The company moved from Geldrop to Eindhoven in 2010 and doubled its number of employees 

and business activities. PIET HEIN EEK became mainstream. As well as workshops and a showroom, there 

was also a shop, restaurant, event space and gallery. The move to the new premises, right in the middle of 

the financial crisis, generated a great deal of attention. In the following years, the building measuring over 

10,000 square meters also became home to a huge variety of people and activities. Instead of starting with 

a neatly organised view of the world and business model, the (chaotic) outside world was embraced and 

welcomed in. BOEK 2 was written by Piet Hein himself from his perspective of this impetuous  

development.
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BOEK 3 BOEK 3, more so than in BOEK 2, clarifies how diverse the business activities of the PIET HEIN 

EEK brand are becoming. Architectural firm Eek en Dekkers B.V. is founded, a collaboration with IKEA is 

initiated and the demand for designing exclusive accessories and furniture is increasing. Everything that is 

being done, learned and invested remains available and proves itself to be valuable. A purely intuitive busi-

ness model has developed, whereby the theme of sustainability is closely scrutinised.
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